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insight Pre-Intermediate Workbook answer key
Unit 1 Our world

12 are you staying   13 ’s  14 live  15 are you doing   
16 ’re going

Vocabulary

Exercise 5

Everyday life

1 are staying   2 ’re working   3 love  4 don’t live   
5 has  6 collect  7 feed  8 help  9 hates  
10 ’re flying   11 Do you want

page 4

Exercise 1
1 of  2 with  3 on  4 about  5 of  6 of  7 in

Exercise 2
1 birthday cards   2 ID cards   3 shopping list   
4 parking ticket   5 credit cards   6 shopping centre

Exercise 3

Exercise 6
Students’ own answers

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

1 c  2 d  3 e  4 a  5 b

New friends

Exercise 4

Exercise 1

page 6

1 anxious  2 laptop  3 ID card   4 mobile phone   
5 fed  6 computer game   7 home  8 out  9 car keys  
10 proud

1 make - g   2 do - e   3 making - d   4 do - c  
5 make - a   6 making - f   7 does - b

Exercise 5

1 watch  2 video games   3 bake  4 novel  
5 jewellery  6 check  7 hang  8 social networking

Students’ own answers

Exercise 3

Grammar
Around the world

page 5

2 The River Nile doesn’t go through South America. It
goes through North Africa.
3 In Australia, winter doesn’t start in December. It starts
in June.
4 Tanzania isn’t the smallest country in Africa. It’s the
largest country in Africa.
5 There aren’t ten countries in South America. There are
twelve countries.
6 Bengal tigers don’t live in Africa. They live in Asia.

Exercise 2
’s working; ’s helping
are doing; ’re learning
’s getting; isn’t taking
’s travelling; ’s writing
isn’t cooking; ’s going
aren’t going; ’re flying

3•01

Exercise 4
[See Exercise 3 for audio script]

1 A - Rania; B - Mary   2 A - Josh; B - Peter   
3 A - Jane; B - Ella

Exercise 4
1 do you think   2 ’m teaching   3 do you like   
4 doesn’t rain   5 snows  6 love  7 ’m cooking   8 ’s  
9 Do you understand   10 don’t speak   11 want  

insight Pre-Intermediate

Lucas Hey, aren’t you Sam’s sister?
Anna Yes, that’s right. How do you know Sam?
Lucas We play tennis together.
Anna I see. I’m Anna, by the way.
Lucas I’m Lucas. So, what school do you go to, Anna?
Anna Manor High.
Lucas What’s it like there? Is it OK?
Anna It’s a nice school. Actually, I love it.
Lucas Really? That’s good. And what do you do after school?
Anna I usually hang out with friends.
Lucas Are you into tennis, too?
Anna No, but I’m good at basketball.
Lucas Me too! We’re playing basketball on Monday after school.
Sam will be there, too. Why don’t you come along?
Anna That sounds great.

1 False  2 False  3 False  4 True

Exercise 3
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Audio script

Exercise 1

1
2
3
4
5
6

Exercise 2

photocopiable

Asking for personal information:
How do you know … ?
What’s it like there?
Are you into … ?
What do you do after school?
Reacting:
Really?
Actually, I love it.
I usually … .
That sounds great.
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Writing

Exercise 5
[See Exercise 3 for audio script]

1
2
3
4

How do you know
What’s it like there?
Actually, I love it.
Really?

5
6
7
8

what do you do after school?
I usually
Are you into
That sounds great.

An informal letter

page 10

Exercise 1
1 a  2 b  3 a

Exercise 6

Exercise 2

Students’ own answers

1 G  2 L  3 G  4 G  5 L  6 L

Vocabulary and grammar

Exercise 3

Immigration

Letter A: different from; have a lot in common; the same as  
Letter B: both; unlike; neither of them; just like

page 7

Exercise 4

Exercise 1
Exercise 2

1 a lot in common
2 nothing in common
3 similar

1 getting away   2 getting through   3 get on with   
4 get on   5 Get off   6 get to

Unit 1 Progress check

Exercise 3

Exercise 1

1 an  2 0; the; 0   3 a  4 The; 0; 0   5 the; 0   6 an; the

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 4–5

Exercise 4

Exercise 2

1 the  2 the  3 The  4 the  5 0  6 0  7 The  8 the  
9 a  10 The  11 a  12 0  13 the  14 0  15 the  16 0  
17 an

b

1 away  2 off  3 through  4 with  5 to  6 on

page 11

Exercise 3
proud, afraid, ashamed

Exercise 5

Exercise 4

Students’ own answers

shopping bag, shopping centre, shopping list

Reading
Life at a Buddhist monastery

4 contrast
5 unlike
6 Neither

Exercise 5
page 8–9

Exercise 1
1 13,000  2 Ganden  3 5 a.m.   4 9 a.m.   
5 a traditional dish with beans   6 on Monday  
7 in Bhutan   8 two dollars

Exercise 2

We use the auxiliary verb do in present simple negative
and questions. We use the auxiliary verb be to form the
present continuous.

Exercise 6
a present simple
b present continuous

c present continuous
d present simple

Exercises 7 and 8

1 B  2 G  3 H  4 D  5 C  6 A  7 E

Please refer to Student’s Book page 8

Exercise 3
1 cut off   2 go off   3 wake up   4 log off   5 stay up   
6 put up   7 catch up with

Exercise 9
Please refer to Student’s Book page 9

Exercise 10

Exercise 4
1 catch up   2 cut off   3 put … up   4 stay up  
5 wake up   6 goes off   7 logging off

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 10 and 11

Exercise 11

Exercise 5

get to, get off, get on

Students’ own answers

Exercise 12
1 an  2 The; 0

Exercise 13
similarities: the same, similar to, both
differences: in contrast to, unlike
2
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Exercise 14

Exercise 3

Before you start writing an informal letter, you need
to think about: who you are writing to, the type of
composition and the things you want to include.

1d It was raining when we arrived, but someone lent us
an umbrella.
2c I was riding a bike in the town when I fell off, but
two helpful people carried me and my bike back to
the hotel.
3b We were walking in the mountains when we got lost,
but a friendly local person told us where to go.
4e Peter was taking photos of the town when he dropped
his wallet, but someone picked it up and returned it
to him.
5a I was carrying a heavy bag in the hotel, but a kind man
helped me to take it downstairs.

Unit 2 Places
Vocabulary
Ghost towns

page 12

Exercise 1
1 quiet  2 dangerous  3 narrow  4 wide  5 messy  
6 tidy

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5

a university  b library  c cinema
a skatepark   b sports centre   c football stadium
a railway station   b taxi rank   c art gallery
a factory   b bus station   c hospital
a market   b concert hall   c theatre

Exercise 4
1 was  2 was staying   3 invited  4 wanted    5 knew  
6 got  7 was sleeping   8 started  9 decided  10 left

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Exercise 3

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

1 a lake   2 a mountain   3 a plain   4 a hill   5 a valley  
6 a forest   7 a cliff   8 a waterfall   9 a cave

Getting around

page 14

Exercise 1

Exercise 4
1 old  2 sea  3 mountains  4 library  5 theatre  
6 market  7 deserted  8 popular

1 d  2 a  3 e  4 c  5 b

Exercise 2

Exercise 5

1 tasted  2 saw  3 feel  4 heard  5 tasty  6 smelly

Students’ own answers

Exercise 3
1 b  2 a  3 b  4 a  5 b  6 c  7 a  8 b  9 c

Grammar

Exercise 4

The kindness of strangers
left
came
was / were
needed
asked
decided
liked
described
was
was

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

knocked
went
didn’t understand
didn’t speak
didn’t know
took
survived
forgot
told

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5
6

Why did you visit the island of Nuku Hiva?
How did you get there?
What were the islanders like?
How did the islanders survive?
Did you eat unusual food?
When did you leave the island?

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Audio script

page 13

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

$

Dan Right. Where are we, Kim?
Kim I don’t know, Dan. You have the map.
Dan OK. OK. Let’s see. We’re here at the Metro Center. Now,
where do we want to go?
Kim The White House, of course. Look. Ask this woman.
Dan Excuse me. Are you from Washington?
Woman Yes. I am.
Dan Great! Can you help us? We’re looking for the White House.
Could you tell us how to get there?
Woman Oh, sure. Er… It’s near here. Go down this road towards
Pennsylvania Avenue. When you reach Pennsylvania Avenue,
turn right and walk along the road to the White House.
Dan Sorry, I didn’t catch that. Did you say turn left or right?
Woman Turn right into Pennsylvania Avenue. You’ll see the
White House on the right. You can’t miss it!
Dan OK. Well, thank you very much.
Kim Thanks! And are there any other interesting places near here?
Woman Well, there is Ford’s Theatre, which is the … [fade out]

1 F  2 T  3 F
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Vocabulary and grammar

Exercise 5
See Exercise 4 for audio script.

Naming places

page 15

Exercise 1
1 a  2 b  3 b  4 b  5 c  6 c  7 a  8 a

Exercise 2
1 While / As   2 when  3 when  4 while / when   
5 While / As   6 While / When

Exercise 3
1 was sailing   2 opened  3 read  4 reached  5 made  
6 was travelling   7 gave  8 got  9 found  10 called  
11 were repairing   12 named

Exercise 4
Students’ own answers

Exercise 6

Reading

a−A
b−D
c−D
d−A
e−A
f−D
g−A

Exercise 7

Nieuw Amsterdam
Exercise 1
1 B  2 E  3 D  4 F

Exercise 2
$

1 c  2 a  3 d  4 a  5 b  6 b

3•02

Audio script

Exercise 3

Dan Right. Where are we, Kim?
Kim I don’t know, Dan. You have the map.
Dan OK. OK. Let’s see. We’re here at the Metro Center. Now,
where do we want to go?
Kim The White House, of course. Look. Ask this woman.
Dan Excuse me. Are you from Washington?
Woman Yes. I am.
Dan Great! Can you help us? We’re looking for the White House.
Could you tell us how to get there?
Woman Oh, sure. Er… It’s near here. Go down this road towards
Pennsylvania Avenue. When you reach Pennsylvania Avenue,
turn right and walk along the road to the White House.
Dan Sorry, I didn’t catch that. Did you say turn left or right?
Woman Turn right into Pennsylvania Avenue. You’ll see the
White House on the right. You can’t miss it!
Dan OK. Well, thank you very much.
Kim Thanks! And are there any other interesting places near here?
Woman Well, there is Ford’s Theatre, which is the … [fade out]

a settlers  b residents  c well-built  d wooden  
e constructed  f designed  g thick  h deep  i steep

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Are you from Washington?
Could you tell us how to get there?
It’s near here.
Go down this road
Sorry, I didn’t catch that.
Turn right into Pennsylvania Avenue.
You can’t miss it!

Exercise 8
Students’ own answers

4

page 16–17
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Exercise 4
1
2
3
4

a
a
a
a

thick  b deep  c steep  
designed  b constructed  
wooden  b well-built  
settlers  b residents

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Writing
A travel blog

page 18

Exercise 1
1 lively  2 long  3 tiring  4 awful

Exercise 2
1 historic  2 helpful  3 sunny  4 lively  5 chilly  
6 long

Exercise 3
1 Cape Town
2 J: b the people, c the restaurant, d the weather,
e the market, f the food
: a the bus trip

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Exercise 4
1 sunny day   2 long journey   3 lively city centre   
4 historic buildings   5 friendly people   6 amazing view  
7 peaceful place   8 pretty market

Unit 2 Progress check

page 19

Unit 3 Choices
Vocabulary
In my fridge
Exercise 1

Exercise 1

1 f  2 a  3 h  4 d  5 b  6 e  7 c  8 g
Correct order: 6, 1, 2, 7, 8, 4, 5, 3

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 16 and 17

Exercise 2

Exercise 2

Please refer to Student’s Book page 16

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 16 and 17

1
2
3
4

Exercise 5

Exercise 3

Exercises 3 and 4

The past simple forms of all regular verbs end in -ed.
Irregular verbs have different past simple forms.

Exercise 6
Past simple negative forms of be: we add n’t (= not) to
was / were.
Past simple question forms of be: we change the order of
the subject and the verb.
Past simple negative and question forms of other verbs:
we use did / didn’t.

Exercise 7
a past habit
b a longer action interrupted by a shorter action

Exercise 8
sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch

page 20

recycling centre
global warming
energy-efficient
food miles

5 eco-friendly
6 greenhouse gases
7 rubbish dumps

1 calories  2 vitamins  3 additives  4 sugar  
5 Protein  6 Fats

Exercise 4
1 vitamin  2 fats  3 carbohydrates  4 calories  
5 grows  6 produces  7 transport  8 refrigerate  
9 recycle  10 eco-friendly

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Grammar
Burger or broccoli?

page 21

Exercise 1
1 some  2 any  3 any  4 some  5 any  6 Some

Exercise 9
Please refer to Student’s Book page 20

Exercise 2

Please refer to Student’s Book page 21

1 some  2 a lot of   3 any  4 a little   5 some  
6 many  7 a few   8 much  9 a lot of   10 any  
11 much  12 a few

Exercise 11

Exercise 3

Please refer to Student’s Book page 22

1 How much   2 How much   3 How many   
4 How many   5 How many   6 How much

Exercise 10

Exercise 12

Exercise 4

learn from / about
belong to
hope for

1 any  2 How much   3 much  4 a few   5 some  
6 any  7 a lot of   8 a lot of   9 some  10 a little   
11 many  12 some  13 much

Exercise 13
Please refer to Student’s Book page 25

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Exercises 14 and 15
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 24 and 25

Listening, speaking and grammar
Eating out

page 22

Exercise 1
1 anyone  2 nowhere  3 nothing  4 anywhere  
5 Someone  6 Everything  7 No one   8 somewhere

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Exercise 2
1 everything  2 Someone  3 everywhere  4 anyone  
5 somewhere  6 Nothing

Vocabulary and grammar
Notes from a big country

page 23

Exercise 3

Exercise 1

1
2
3
4

False. She wants to go out for dinner on Thursday.
False. She wants to go to a Japanese restaurant.
False. Annie is going to a restaurant next week.
False. She’ll eat dessert with Lisa at the Japanese
restaurant.
5 False. He can.
6 True

1 sweet  2 cooked  3 unhealthy  4 tough  5 hard  
6 frozen

Exercise 4

1 which  2 where  3 who  4 whose  5 that  6 when

$

3•03

Annie Hello?
Lisa Hi, Annie, it’s Lisa. Do you want to come out for dinner?
Next Thursday, I’m organizing a party for Sally.
Annie Sally? I thought she was with her parents in Japan.
Lisa She came back yesterday! And do you know what, there is
a new Japanese restaurant in town – YoYo Sushi − so she wants
to go there. Why don’t you come with us?
Annie Thanks, but I’m busy. It’s my brother’s birthday.
Lisa That’s a shame.
Mum I just booked the restaurant, we’re going to YoYo Sushi!
Annie Oh, wait a minute. Mum says we’re going to YoYo Sushi,
too. Perhaps I can have my main course with my family and
dessert with you … What do you think?
Lisa That’s a good idea. After dinner, we can go to the university
club. It’s got dancing competitions every Thursday, and the
music’s always great.
Annie Are a lot of people going?
Lisa Everyone! I’m going to phone Vince now. See you next week!
Vince Hello?
Lisa Hi, Vince, it’s Lisa.
Vince Oh, Lisa, how are you?
Lisa Fine, thanks. Listen, I’m organizing a night out for some
friends next week – we’re going to that new restaurant, YoYo
Sushi. Would you like to come?
Vince Thanks, I’d like that. What time are you going?
Lisa We’re meeting outside the restaurant at quarter to six. It’s
next to the history museum. Sally will be there, too, and Annie
will eat dessert with us.
Vince That sounds great. See you next week.

Do you want to come out for dinner? − B
Why don’t you come with us? − B
Thanks, but I’m busy. − A
That’s a shame. − B
What do you think? − A
That’s a good idea. − B
Would you like to come? − B
Thanks, I’d like that. − C
That sounds great. − C

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

1 b  2 c  3 a  4 b  5 b  6 b  7 c  8 a

Exercise 3
Exercise 4

Audio script

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Exercise 2

1 whose  2 which / that   3 where  4 which / that   
5 who / that   6 which  7 where  8 when  
9 who / that   10 who / that

Exercise 5
1 The mushrooms which / that we bought yesterday
weren’t fresh.
2 What’s the name of the woman who wrote The Hunger
Games?
3 I can’t find the key which / that opens this door.
4 July and August are the months when most people go
on holiday.
5 I’d like to speak to the person who / that cooked this meal.
6 The Italian town of Parma, where my father was born, is
famous for the ham they make.
7 The cookery book which / that you gave me is very good.
8 The happiest day in my life was the day when I became
a vegetarian.
Sentences 1, 4, 7 and 8 do not need the relative pronoun.

Exercise 6
Students’ own answers

Reading
Food: the fundamental question

page 24–25

Exercise 1
1 E  2 C  3 A  4 F

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

two and a half
toothpaste tubes
only lasts for about two years
NASA’s Advanced Food Technology Project
nutrients
dessert
comfort food / junk food
other life forms

Exercise 3
1 f  2 c  3 h  4 e  5 b  6 g  7 d  8 a

Exercise 4
1 laboratory  2 plants  3 Spinach  4 ingredient  
5 planet  6 recipes  7 liquids  8 researchers
6
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Exercise 5

Exercise 12

Students’ own answers

1 which / that   2 who / that

Exercise 13

Writing

Please refer to Student’s Book page 38

Short texts: notes, invitations, adverts and
announcements page 26

Exercise 14

Exercise 1

Unit 4 My space

A apologize and explain
B announce and give instructions

C advertise
D advertise

don’t

Vocabulary

Exercise 2
Students’ own answers

Moving house

Exercise 3
1 e.g.  2 RSVP  3 asap  4 etc.  5 PS  6 tel.  7 St  
8 esp.  9 NB

Unit 3 Progress check

page 27

Exercise 1
1 easily  2 quickly  3 Surprisingly  4 Luckily  
5 Unfortunately  6 helpfully

Exercise 2
1 c old   2 a full   3 d two   4 e labour   5 b open   
6 f semi

Exercises 1 and 2
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 30 and 31

Exercise 3

Exercise 3
A recycling centre is a place where we take old objects
and materials so that they can be recycled and used again.
A rubbish dump is a place where we leave things which
we can’t recycle.

Exercise 4
We use a few with plural countable nouns (like tomatoes)
and a little with uncountable nouns (like ketchup). We can
also use some, any, a lot of, much and many to talk about
quantities.

Exercise 5
We use how much with uncountable nouns and how many
with plural countable nouns.

Exercise 6
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 34 and 35

Exercise 7
-one / body, -thing, -where
We use somewhere, nowhere, everywhere and anywhere to
talk about places.

Exercise 8

page 28

1 bungalow  2 caravan  3 castle  4 block of flats   
5 mansion  6 cottage

Exercise 4
1 cottages  2 terraced  3 storey  4 day  5 labour  
6 Unsurprisingly  7 easy  8 lucky

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Grammar
A room of my own

page 29

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5

The State Dining Room is older than the Oval Office.
The State Dining Room is wider than the Oval Office.
The Oval Office is smaller than the State Dining Room.
The Oval Office is busier than the State Dining Room.
The State Dining Room is more comfortable than the
Oval Office.
6 The State Dining Room is more beautiful than the Oval
Office.

Exercise 2

nouns and verbs

Exercise 9

1 the largest   2 the tallest   3 the furthest / farthest   
4 the most polluted   5 the most expensive

Please refer to Student’s Book page 35

Exercise 3

Exercise 10

1 Our TV is as big as our neighbour’s TV.
2 My bedroom isn’t as messy as my sister’s bedroom.
3 The kitchen in our house is as old-fashioned as the
bathroom.
4 A terraced house is as expensive as a three-bedroomed
flat in this town.

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 36 and 37

Exercise 11
a packet  b bottle  c tube

insight Pre-Intermediate
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5 The cooker is as dirty as the fridge.
6 The streets in Paris aren’t as narrow as the streets in
my town.

Exercise 4
1 comfortable enough
2 too far
3 too narrow

4 loud enough
5 rich enough
6 too cold

Exercise 5
1 most  2 the  3 as  4 as  5 enough  6 too  
7 enough  8 than  9 more

Exercise 6

kitchen (C)
dining room (A)
living room (D)
guest bedroom (B)

Exercise 4
See Exercise 3 for transcript

1 pasta  2 Patrick  3 the downstairs bathroom   
4 the living room   5 a film   5 He reads a book.

See Exercise 3 for transcript

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

1c
2a
3d
4b

page 30

Can I use the bathroom, please?
Is it OK if I make a phone call?
Do you mind if I switch on the TV?
Is it all right if I read a book?

Exercise 6

Exercise 1

Students’ own answers

1 a  2 b  3 b  4 a  5 c  6 c  7 a  8 c

Exercise 2

Vocabulary and grammar

1 hoovered  2 did  3 took  4 cleaned  5 made  
6 did  7 loaded  8 laid (or cleaned)

Historic homes

Exercise 3

Exercise 1

$

3•04

Presenter One
Patrick Wow. That smells great, Aunt Julia. What are you cooking?
Aunt Julia Pasta. I hope you like it.
Patrick I love it.
Aunt Julia It’ll be ready in five minutes. Could you go and lay the
table in the dining room for me, please?
Patrick Sure. Can I use the bathroom, please? My hands are dirty.
Aunt Julia Of course you can. Use the downstairs bathroom. It’s
just over there.
Presenter Two
Patrick Thanks for dinner, Aunt Julia. That was tasty.
Aunt Julia That’s OK. Would you like some more?
Patrick No, thanks. I’m not hungry. Is it OK if I make a phone call?
I forgot to charge the battery on my phone this morning. Could
I use yours?
Aunt Julia Sure, no problem. I’ll just clear the table. The phone is
in the living room.
Patrick Thanks, Aunt Julia.
Presenter Three
Aunt Julia Well, you look comfortable on that sofa.
Patrick Yes, it’s really nice here. Aunt Julia… Do you mind if I
switch on the TV? There’s a really good film on and I’d like to see it.
Aunt Julia Well, it depends. What time does it finish?
Patrick Oh, er, it isn’t a very long film, and it’s Saturday tomorrow,
so …
Presenter Four
Aunt Julia Right, well, this is your room for the night. I’ve washed
and ironed the sheets so I think you’ll be OK here.
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page 31

1 after  2 up  3 out  4 out  5 about  6 off  
7 down  8 up

Audio script

8

Dialogue 1:
Dialogue 2:
Dialogue 3:
Dialogue 4:

Exercise 5

Students’ own answers

House rules

Patrick Yes, it’s great. Is it all right if I read a book? I usually read
before I go to sleep.
Aunt Julia Go ahead. See you in the morning.
Patrick Good night. And thanks for everything, Aunt Julia.

Exercise 2
1 grew up   2 got up   3 went down   4 found out   
5 look after   6 show off   7 tired … out   
8 brought about

Exercise 3
1 a  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 a  6 a  7 b  8 c

Exercise 4
1 doing  2 to starting   3 working  4 living  5 to do

Exercise 5
a 3 decorating   b 5 breaking   c 1 painting   d 2 to give  
e 4 to use

Exercise 6
Students’ own answers

Reading
Life in Ancient Rome

page 32–33

Exercises 1 and 2
1 a history website
2 It is a factual text about how people lived in Ancient Rome.
3 games and activities, the design of their homes, the
lives of both the rich and the poor, how they decorated
their homes
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Exercise 3

Exercise 2

1 C  2 F  3 B  4 G  5 D

quickly (how something is done)
luckily (gives an opinion)

Exercise 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Exercise 3

True
False. They usually lived in wooden houses.
True
Not given
True
False. They usually lived in one-storey houses.
Not given
False. They didn’t have much furniture.

Possible answers: semi-detached, two-storey, threebedroomed

Exercise 4
quiet, quieter, the quietest
big, bigger, the biggest
busy, busier, the busiest
good, better, the best
comfortable, more comfortable, the most comfortable

Exercise 5
1
2
3
4

a
a
a
a

servants  b slaves
a burglars   b thieves
a gardeners   b guards
a generations   b families

Exercise 5
as … as

Exercise 6

Exercise 6
1 generations  2 thieves  3 servant  4 guards  
5 burglar  6 slaves

My room isn’t big enough!

Exercise 7
Please refer to Student’s Book page 46

Exercise 7
Students’ own answers

Exercise 8

Writing

Possible answers: chores remind children of their
responsibility to others; children who do chores feel more
confident; they become better citizens

An email: description of a room

page 34

Exercise 9

Exercise 1

Please refer to Student’s Book page 47

Laura wants her friends to write and describe the place
away from home that makes them feel at home, and to
explain why they love it.

Exercise 10

Exercise 2
1 the local public library
2 a treehouse

3 grandmother’s house
4 a coffee shop

The layout tells you where a text is from and who it is for.
The title and photos give content clues.

Exercise 11
a find out   b grow up   c look after

Exercise 12

Exercise 3
Exercise 4

Possible answers: It belongs to the Carnarvon family. It
looks like the Houses of Parliament. It was built in 1842. It’s
worth over 150 million pounds.

1 rather  2 really  3 incredibly  4 a bit

Exercise 13

Exercise 5

–ing: avoid, don’t mind
infinitive: agree, promise, need

A 3  B 1  C 4  D 2

1 a  2 b  3 b  4 b

Unit 4 Progress check

Exercise 14
page 35

Please refer to Student’s Book page 50

Exercise 1

Exercise 15

Possible answers
Good things: family grew closer because had to work
hard together; played board games, read or talked in
the evening
Bad things: no labour-saving devices like fridge and
washing machine; no central heating; not much soap or
toilet paper; food rationing − not much milk or meat, not
many eggs; not enough food − children often hungry;
more household chores

a little: a bit, slightly, quite
a lot: incredibly, very, extremely
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Unit 5 No limits

Exercise 5
1 did  2 have  3 ever  4 had  5 have  6 left  
7 already  8 not  9 yet  10 was  11 has  
12 already / just

Vocabulary
Taking risks

Exercise 6

page 36

Students’ own answers

Exercise 1
1 e    2 c  3 f  4 a  5 d  6 b

Exercise 2
1 amazing  2 excited  3 surprising  4 frightened  
5 exciting  6 surprised  7 amazing  8 frightening  
9 surprised  10 embarrassing

Exercise 3
a development  b encouragement  c argument  
d intention  e solution  f impression

Exercise 4
1 surprising  2 development  3 decisions  
4 enjoyment    5 frightened  6 excited  7 intention  
8 encouragement  9 exciting  10 solution

Exercise 5

page 37

Exercise 1
She has been to the South Pole.
She has never seen polar bears.
Has she ever got lost?
He has travelled along the Yangtze River.
He hasn’t explored Africa.
How many travel books has he written?

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5
a
1

Have … climbed  
Have … ridden  
Have … discovered  
Have … made  
Have … taken
found  b rode  c filmed  d went  e led
d  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 e

Exercise 3

10

page 38

Exercise 1
1 freezing  2 hilarious  3 boiling  4 tiny  5 ridiculous

Exercise 2
1 Photo A shows a rollercoaster ride. Photo B shows a
merry-go-round.
2 Possible answers: they both show people on funfair
rides; one ride is fast and exciting but the other is slow
and relaxing
3 Possible answers: excited, frightened, happy, etc.
$

3•05

Audio script

Grammar

1
2
3
4
5
6

Fears and phobias

Exercise 3

Students’ own answers

Too young, too old?

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

Josh OK, Hannah. So, what can you see in your photo?
Hannah Er … well, the photo shows a middle-aged man and a
boy, a father and son perhaps, on a ride at a funfair. They’re on a
roller coaster and, judging by his face, the man is terrified.
Josh Yeah. I’ve never seen anybody look so scared.
Hannah The boy on the left has his eyes closed, and the man
next to him has even covered his face with his hand. He looks
like he’s going to cry. In the background, the photo shows some
people who are just having fun. They’re holding their arms in
the air and they aren’t frightened at all.
Josh It’s a great photo, much funnier than mine.
Hannah What’s in your photo?
Josh Well, it also shows a ride at a funfair. In the foreground,
there are two young people, in their twenties. They’re riding
on horses – you know, horses on a merry-go-round. They look
excited. It looks like they’re having fun, but it’s a slow, gentle
ride – not like the one in your photo! It’s probably cold because
they’re both wearing hats and scarves. And this is the Eiffel
Tower behind them, I think.
Hannah Oh, yes, I can see it. Well, it’s a nice photo, but you’re
right – it isn’t as funny as mine.

1 has visited   2 drove  3 have never flown   
4 have bought   5 spent  6 haven’t seen

Hannah: The boy on the left has got his eyes closed …
Josh: It’s probably cold because they’re both wearing hats
and scarves.

Exercise 4

Exercise 4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Locating: b, d, f, h, j, l
Describing: a, e, i
Speculating: c, g, k

I’ve already been
I haven’t climbed Mount Fuji yet
We’ve just skied
Paul has already completed
Have you read today’s newspaper yet?
Sally has just completed

Workbook answer key
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c−H
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g−H
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i − not used
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Exercise 6

Exercise 4

Students’ own answers

1
2
3
4
5

1 out  2 down  3 across  4 back  5 down  6 up  
7 on  8 off

Queen Elizabeth II
joined the British Army / became a soldier
the late 1960s
only one
it was the first time a man or woman went across the
continent by walking and skiing only
6 heights
7 his equipment fell through a hole in the ice and he had
to pull everything out with his hands
8 South America

Exercise 2

Exercise 5

1 b  2 a  3 b  4 c  5 a

a pull out   b take up   c pull off   d cut off   e take on  
f get back

Vocabulary and grammar
Antarctic adventure

page 39

Exercise 1

Exercise 3
1 brave  2 generous  3 lazy  4 talkative  5 quiet  
6 dishonest

Exercise 4
1 since  2 for  3 Since  4 for  5 since  6 since

1 took on   2 took up   3 cut off   4 pull … out   
5 get back   6 pull … off

Exercise 7
Students’ own answers

Exercise 5
1 how long   2 since  3 have read   4 didn’t know   
5 gave  6 have spent   7 haven’t finished   8 yet  
9 have lived   10 for  11 led

Exercise 6

Writing
A letter: description of a person

page 42

Exercise 1

Students’ own answers

Reading
Sir Ranulph Fiennes – the world’s greatest
living explorer pages 40-41
Exercise 1

1
2
3
4

He’s also an explorer and adventurer.
In addition, he owns an airline and a train company.
What’s more, he’s flown across the Atlantic in a balloon.
He’s one of the richest as well.

Exercise 2
1 B  2 A  3 C

Exercise 3

Students’ own answers

1 What’s more   2 also  3 as well

Exercise 2
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h

Exercise 6

Unit 5 Progress check

5 (in 2000)
8 (in 2009)
1 (in the early 1960s)
6 (after the expedition in 2000)
3 (in 1979)
7 (in 2003)
2 (after he left the army, but before 1979)
4 (in 1991)

page 43

Exercise 1
Possible answers: Because they have lower dopamine
levels. Because the frontal cortex, the part of the brain
which controls emotions, isn’t fully developed in
teenagers.

Exercise 3

Exercise 2

1
2
3
4
5

Exercise 3

Sir Ranulph Fiennes
the time he spent in Oman
the adventure
Sir Ranulph Fiennes and his friends
travel round the world in an unusual direction / from
south to north / along the polar axis
6 walking across the Antarctic
7 Sir Ranulph Fiennes
8 Sir Ranulph Fiennes

them: expeditions
he: Edmund Hillary

a frightened  b frightening

Exercise 4
a argument  b impression  c enjoyment

Exercise 5
1 have climbed   2 went

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Grammar

Exercise 6
1 just  2 already  3 yet

Hungry to learn

Exercise 7
a boiling  b ridiculous  c hilarious  d furious
Possible answers: fear of heights, open spaces, heights,
spiders, public speaking, etc.

Exercise 9

Exercise 2

Please refer to Student’s Book page 61

Roald Amundsen

1
2
3
4

Exercise 11

Exercise 3

a out  b back  c on

1
2
3
4
5
6

Exercise 10

Exercise 12
since

Exercise 13

will know; studies
doesn’t learn; won’t understand
will make; joins
will … do; doesn’t like
won’t feel; doesn’t buy
work; will pass

Exercise 14

1
2
3
4
5

is going to spend
is going to start
will enjoy
won’t be
want

6
7
8
9

will cost
work
will go
isn’t going to fail

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Vocabulary
A hard lesson

is going to
is going to
is going to
will

5 are going to
6 will
7 am going to

will
is going to
is going to
will

Exercise 4

Unit 6 Roads to
education

5
6
7
8

are going to
will
is going to
will

Possible answers: too, also, as well, in addition, what’s more

It introduces the topic and often summarizes what the
paragraph is about.

Listening, speaking and grammar
The best things in life

page 44

Exercise 1
1 getting; appearing
2 punishes; pay
3 committed

page 46

Exercise 1
4 arrested; charged
5 spend

Exercise 2
1 polite  2 thinkable  3 moral  4 possible  5 usual

Exercise 3
1 unhappy  2 impolite  3 illiterate  4 immature  
5 imperfect  6 unusual

Exercise 4
1 Bullying  2 Vandalizing  3 Swearing  4 truant  
5 Warning  6 Detention  7 suspend  8 expel

Exercise 5

1 If you miss the ball, you wait for the next one.
2 If you hit the ball, you run.
3 If a fielder catches the ball, you’re ‘out’.
4 If you don’t hit three balls, you’re ‘out’.
5 If you run round four bases, you score a ‘home run’.
6 If your team scores the most runs, you win.
The sport is baseball.

Exercise 2
a
b
c
d
e
f

If you play football or basketball, you learn team skills.
If you join a sports club, you make new friends.
If you go to the gym regularly, you get fit and strong.
If you play outside, you keep healthy.
If you learn a new sport, you feel good about yourself.
If you get fresh air every day, you concentrate better.

1 spend  2 truant  3 appeared  4 pay  5 warning  
6 illegal  7 immature  8 irresponsible

Exercise 3

Exercise 6

Tom Hi, Rachel. What are you looking at?
Rachel The sports clubs on the notice board. I really want to do
more sport.

Students’ own answers

12

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4

Exercise 8

page 45

Workbook answer key
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Tom Me too. What’s on?
Rachel Well, there’s basketball on Wednesdays and football
night on Thursdays. How about joining the football club?
Tom I don’t know if I can. I have a part-time job on Thursday
evenings.
Rachel OK. Well, I’m going to try judo on Saturdays. You get very
fit if you do judo. Why don’t you come with me?
Tom All right then. I usually help my parents with the household
chores on Saturday mornings, but I’m sure it’ll be OK if I do the
chores in the afternoon.
Rachel My dad’s going to drive me to the judo classes. We’ll give
you a lift if you like.
Tom A lift? That’d be great, but are you sure?
Rachel Of course. Your house is on the way to school. It won’t
be a problem. But you’ll have to buy the right clothes before
Saturday. You’ll need a judo shirt and a belt.
Tom Oh, right. Is it expensive?
Rachel I don’t know. Actually, my older brother has judo clothes.
He’s your size. I’m sure he’ll lend them to you. Do you want me
to ask him?
Tom Yeah. That’s really kind.
Rachel OK. I’ll ask him this evening. It won’t be a problem. He
never does judo any more.
Tom Great. Right, I have to go into class now. I’ll call you later.
Rachel Bye, Tom.

Summerhill School

pages 48-49

Exercise 1
Summary 2

Exercise 2
1 c  2 b  3 d  4 d  5 c  6 c

Exercise 3
1 boarding school   2 staff  3 state secondary schools   
4 attend  5 strict  6 corporal punishment   7 spoiled  
8 vote

Exercise 4
1
2
3
4

state secondary schools
boarding schools
attend
staff

5
6
7
8

strict
corporal punishment
voted
spoiled

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Writing

C

Exercise 4

A for and against essay

1 b  2 a  3 a  4 b  5 b

1 b Although school exams can be very stressful for some
students, they are the fairest and most equal way of
testing everybody.
2 d Some people argue that exams only test what we can
remember, not what we know. However, I think they test
our knowledge and our ability to express ourselves clearly.
3 c On the one hand, exams are a good way to compare
students’ abilities. On the other hand, it is fairer to test
students on their everyday coursework.
4 a Exams are unfair for people who don’t work well
under pressure, but they are the only practical way to
test students.

1 c  2 d  3 e  4 a

Exercise 6
Students’ own answers

Vocabulary and grammar
Life goals

page 50

Exercise 1

Exercise 5

page 47

Exercise 1
1 b  2 a  3 b  4 a  5 c  6 a  7 b  8 c

Exercise 2

Exercise 2
1 playing field   2 timetable  3 science laboratory  
4 sports hall   5 head teacher

1 Although  2 but  3 However  4 On the one hand

Exercise 3
Arguments for school exams: 3, a, b, d
Arguments against school exams: 1, 2, 4, c

Exercise 3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Reading

I’ll certainly study science.
I’ll probably join the tennis club.
Maybe I’ll play for the football team.
I’ll definitely read more books.
I may write for the school magazine.
Perhaps I’ll learn to speak French
I might get better at maths.
I certainly won’t get a part-time job.

Exercise 4
1 However  2 but    3 On the other hand   4 Although  
5 Although
The author uses arguments 1, 2 and 4 from exercise 1.

Unit 6 Progress check

page 51

Exercise 4

Exercise 1

1 won’t  2 probably  3 possible  4 ’ll  5 Perhaps  
6 might  7 definitely
Answer: Albert Einstein

Good idea: the police keep schools safe and stop bad
behaviour
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Bad idea: students get into trouble for minor offences and
some get a criminal record

Exercise 2

1 way  2 time  3 estimated  4 figure  5 decreased  
6 races  7 doubled  8 end

1 pay a fine
2 commit a crime
3 appear in court

Exercise 5

Exercise 3

Grammar

Students’ own answers

Possible answers: unhappy, immoral, illegal, irresponsible

Exercises 4 and 5
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 70 and 71

Be an entrepreneur
Exercise 1
Exercise 2

No

Exercise 7
Possible answers: their brains develop; they get better
grades

Exercise 8
play; grow / develop

Exercise 9
Please refer to Student’s Book page 73

1 e You must / have to get to know people in your
business.
2 a You mustn’t give up when times are bad.
3 f You must / have to think how you can improve.
4 b You mustn’t spend too much time thinking about what
to do.
5 c You mustn’t start making a new product before
you’ve found out if people want to buy it.
6 d You don’t have to seem more intelligent than others.

Exercise 3

Exercise 10

Please refer to Student’s Book page 75

1
2
3
4
5

Exercise 12

Exercise 4

Please refer to Student’s Book page 74

Exercise 11

Possible answers: although, however, on the one hand,
on the other hand

Exercise 13
To organize your ideas and make sure they are relevant.

Exercise 14
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 76 and 77

Unit 7 Progress?
Vocabulary
Big and small

page 53

1 a, b   2 c, e   3 d, f

Exercise 6

page 52

page 54

Exercise 1

Exercise 2
1 country  2 second  3 present  4 end  5 way

Exercise 3
1 Population  2 Area  3 Currency  4 Time zone   
5 History  6 Geography  7 Climate  8 Religion  
9 Culture  10 Ethnic groups

Insight Pre-Int WB key for Switzerland 2P.indd 14

must / have to
must / have to
don’t have to
mustn’t
must / have to

Possible answers
If you’re under fourteen, you mustn’t work, except on
a farm.
You don’t have to be fourteen to work on a farm.
You have to be fourteen to work in an office in the USA.
You mustn’t work more than three hours a day if you’re
fourteen.
You have to work fewer than forty hours a week if you’re
fourteen.
You mustn’t work after 7 p.m. during the school year.
You don’t have to stop work at 7 p.m. during the holidays.
You mustn’t get a dangerous job if you’re under eighteen.

Silicon Valley

1 a  2 c  3 a  4 c  5 b

Workbook answer key

6
7
8
9
10

must / has to
mustn’t
must / have to
mustn’t
don’t have to

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

Exercise 1

14

Exercise 4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Microsoft Corporation
Microsoft Redmond Campus
Bill Gates
Paul Allen
Microsoft Windows
a poster that says ‘Microsoft: life without walls’.
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Exercise 2
1 console  2 camera  3 phone  4 computer  
5 player  6 reader  7 nav  8 TV

Exercise 3
Differences between the two products: colour, cost, quality
of camera, size of touch screen, size of memory card

Exercise 4

$

3•07

Audio script
James Hi, Hugo. What’s wrong?
Hugo I’ve lost my phone. I’m so annoyed about it. But my
parents have lent me some money to buy a new one. Which
phone do you think I should buy?
James Er… well … Maybe it’s a good idea to look online. Hang
on. I’ll just open a review page … I can do it on my smartphone.
Look. OK, here’s one.
Hugo I wish I could buy a phone like yours, but my parents
didn’t give me that much. And I’ve already looked online,
actually. I quite like the Lunar Star Mini and the DFG Switch X.
Should I buy the Lunar Star Mini? It’s more expensive, but I think
it looks good.
James If I were you, I’d compare the specifications. You know,
information about the phones. Look, it says that the Mini has
got more memory, but the DFG has got a better camera. Do
you often take photos?
Hugo Well, yes.
James Then you ought to get a phone with a good camera.
Hugo OK. That’s not a bad idea. Right, I think I’ll buy that one.
Thanks for the advice!

DFG Switch X

Exercises 5 and 6

$

3•07

1 Which phone do you think I should buy?
2 Maybe it’s a good idea to look online.
3 Should I buy the Lunar Star Mini?
4 If I were you, I’d compare the specifications.
5 You ought to get a phone with a good camera.
6 That’s not a bad idea.
a: 1, 3  b: 2, 4, 5   c: 6

5 You would learn Gaelic if you went to school on the
northern islands of Scotland.
6 If I knew how to speak Basque, I would go to the Basque
country in the north of Spain.

Exercise 3
1 I wish I spoke Welsh.
2 Tom wishes he didn’t have a strong accent.
3 Claire wishes she was learning a foreign language
at school.
4 I wish I had a dictionary.
5 They wish they were native French speakers.
6 I wish I didn’t have to translate this essay into Spanish.

Exercise 4
1
2
3
4

lived
would hear
didn’t understand
wouldn’t be able

Students’ own answers

Reading
Disappearing languages
1 b  2 a  3 b  4 c  5 b

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

False. We lose a language every two weeks.
Not given
True
True
True
False. People still speak the Yupik language in Alaska.
Not given
Not given
False. According to the author, modern technology
can save small languages, but we are still going to lose
some over the next one hundred years.

Exercise 3

Vocabulary and grammar

1
2
3
4

1 official  2 foreign  3 dialect  4 fluent  5 accent  
6 slang

5 endangered
6 rescue, save
7 extinct

1 died out; rescued   2 endangered; saved   
3 indigenous; extinct; lost

Exercise 5

Exercise 2
1 If I came from Barcelona, I would speak Catalan.
2 Susie would understand Romansch if she lived in the
Engadine valley in Switzerland.
3 If we decided to live in the Faroe Islands, we would have
to learn Faroese.
4 If they had a house on the coast of Holland, they would
know a few words of the Frisian dialect.

Insight Pre-Int WB key for Switzerland 2P.indd 15

dies out, vanishes
native, indigenous
lose
miss

Exercise 4

Exercise 1

insight Pre-Intermediate

pages 56–57

Exercise 1

Students’ own answers

page 55

were
would love
wanted
wouldn’t have

Exercise 5

Exercise 7

The English language

5
6
7
8
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Writing
A formal email

b An official language is one that is recognized by the
government of a country. A foreign language is a
language that isn’t your first language – it’s one that
you have to learn to speak.

page 58

Exercise 1
1 I’ve decided to research my family tree since I want to
find out more about my Native American ancestors.
2 I’ve learned to speak Navajo. As a result, I can chat online
to people from the Navajo community in New Mexico.
3 All Native Americans speak English as they have to use
English in their daily lives.
4 In the late nineteenth century, the US government forced
all Navajo people to live in the same place. Therefore,
almost all of them live in New Mexico nowadays.

1 were  2 would

Exercise 11
weren’t

Exercise 12
reason: as, since, because  
result: so, therefore, as a result

Exercise 2

Exercise 13

1 Tsalagi  2 22,000  
3 Oklahoma and North Carolina

c

Unit 8 Achieve

Exercise 3
1 find out   2 advertised  3 because  4 fluent  
5 grateful  6 As  7 mentions  8 could  9 have to   
10 forward  11 sincerely

Exercise 4
1 She wants to find out which dialect of Cherokee the
course teaches. She also wants to find out about video
and audio material online and online forums or teachers.
She wants to know about costs and how to pay.
2 The email is formal. She uses formal letter openers and
closers (Dear Mr …, Yours sincerely), formal expressions
(e.g. I am writing to …, I look forward to …) and polite
requests (Please could you …?). She doesn’t use
contractions and abbreviations.

Unit 7 Progress check

page 59

Exercise 1
1 about 7 billion

Exercise 2
a double  b increase  c divide  d multiply  
e decrease  f halve

Vocabulary
Against all odds
Exercise 1
1 in; in   2 of; for   3 for; for   4 on  5 for

Exercise 2
a independence  b distant  c confidence  d different  
e patience  f brilliance  g violent

Exercise 3
boxing ring; football pitch; running track; swimming pool;
ice rink; tennis court; golf course; climbing wall
1 running track
2 ice rink
3 swimming pool
4 climbing wall
5 football pitch
6 golf course
7 tennis court
8 boxing ring

1 of  2 courts  3 in  4 in  5 important  
6 confidence  7 for  8 track  9 pitch  10 for

a present  b figure  c end

Exercise 4

Exercise 5

1 have to   2 mustn’t

Students’ own answers

Exercise 5
There are a lot of technology companies there.

Grammar

Exercises 6, 7 and 8

Foul play

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 86 to 88

a Fluent speakers speak a language very well, but it could
be their second or third language. Native speakers are
speaking their first language.
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Exercise 1

Exercise 9
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Exercise 4

Exercise 3

16

Exercise 10

1 match  2 time  3 final  4 keeper  5 winter  
6 medal  7 skates  8 record
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Exercise 2
1 When we arrived at the stadium at ten past three, the
match had started.
2 Tom wanted to go ice skating, but he had forgotten to
bring his ice skates.
3 Louise won the fight in the boxing ring because she
had bribed the referee.
4 After Simon had finished the bike race, he went for a
drugs test.
5 Rachel won the tennis match because Amy had played
badly.
6 Gary had touched the ball with his hand before he
scored a goal.

Daisy I agree. But you can’t deny that free-diving is really
dangerous, too. They’re both really, really dangerous. However,
swimming down to the bottom of the sea and then back to the
surface is more challenging than just sitting in a helium balloon!
Jack Hmm … OK. Right, in the end, I think I probably agree
with you.

1

Exercise 4
3 and 5

Exercise 5
1 D  2 J  3 D  4 Not used   5 D  6 D  7 D  8 J

Exercise 3

Exercise 6

2 Jenny fell over and hurt her leg. She had run really well
in the race and had been in second place. She tried to
finish the race, but it was impossible.
3 Suddenly, Andy saw Lee ahead of him. Andy had run
faster than the other athletes at the start of the crosscountry race. He had been in the lead for most of the
race. He couldn’t believe it. How did Lee win?

Students’ own answers

Exercise 4
1 had played   2 had won   3 wanted  4 had forgotten  
5 realized  6 hadn’t arrived   7 called  8 raced  
9 started  10 played

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary
The greatest

page 62

Exercise 2

1 c  2 e  3 a  4 f  5 d  6 b

Exercise 2	 
1 In which country did Abraham Lincoln use to be the
president? − b
2 What did people in Russia use to call their monarch? − c
3 Which one of these countries used to be in the British
Empire? − b
4 Where did the population of ancient Athens use to
meet and vote? − c
5 When did New York use to be an English city? − b
6 In which capital city did Michelangelo use to live? − c

1 b  2 a  3 c  4 b  5 c  6 a  7 a  8 d  9 c  10 a

3•08

Exercise 5

Audio script
Jack Did you read about the Austrian man who broke the world
record for the highest sky-dive in history?
Daisy Yes, I did. I think his name is Felix Baumgartner. It’s an
amazing achievement, isn’t it?
Jack In my view, one of the greatest achievements, ever.
Daisy Well, yes, but for me, it wasn’t as great as Natalia
Molchanova’s free-dive. She did a free-dive of over a hundred
metres. That’s unbelievable.
Jack OK. True. But why do you think her free-dive is greater than
Felix’s sky-dive?
Daisy Basically, it seems to me that you have to train very hard
to do a free-dive. You have to be very fit and strong. OK, so
sky-divers have to train a lot, too, but they don’t have to be as
strong as free-divers.
Jack But you have to be very brave to sky-dive. It’s a really
dangerous thing to do.
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Exercise 1

Exercise 4

Students’ own answers

insight Pre-Intermediate

page 63

1 used to be   2 introduced  3 didn’t use to get   
4 used to give   5 became  6 used to wear   
7 used to play

1 b  2 d  3 b  4 c  5 a  6 a

$

The British honours system

Exercise 3

Exercise 1

Exercise 3

Vocabulary and grammar

photocopiable

Students’ own answers

Reading
So near, yet so far

pages 64-65

Exercise 1
A skiing    B tennis  C cycling

Exercise 2	 
1 Somebody is better than them at
an important time.
3 They get worried about winning
and play badly.
4 They get very tired and lose all
their energy.
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Unit 8 Progress check

Exercise 3
1 F  2 C  3 A  4 G  5 B

Exercise 1

Exercise 4
1 Jana  2 Julie  3 Juha  4 Julie  5 Juha  6 Jana

Exercise 5
It was an amazing and unbelievable achievement because
Julie had never run a triathlon before.
Perhaps she felt that she should finish the race because of
the support from all her fans.
Many people believe that her determination to finish the
race was one of the most inspiring moments in the history
of the triathlon.

Exercise 6

Possible answers:
Emmanuel Jal: rap singer who campaigns for peace
Paul Connolly: fitness trainer and writer; brought up a family
Sadaf Rahimi: Afghani female boxer who might take part
in the Olympics

Exercise 2
1 of / about   2 for  3 for

Exercise 3
adjectives: independent, distant   
nouns: brilliance, difference

1 leader  2 champion  3 fans  4 coach  5 spectators  
6 teammates  7 rival

Exercise 4

Exercise 7	 

Exercise 5

1 spectators  2 fan  3 teammates  4 rival(s)  5 coach  
6 leader; champion

1 world  2 dream  3 challenge

Exercise 8

hadn’t done

Exercises 6 and 7
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 98 and 99

Students’ own answers

Exercise 8

Writing
An opinion essay

page 67

British citizens who have achieved something important.

Exercise 9

page 66

Possible answers:
certain verbs or modals (e.g. I believe… It may be…)
opinion adjectives (e.g. beautiful, amazing)
words or phrases that introduce an opinion (e.g. In my view)

Exercise 1
1 b  2 a  3 a  4 c  5 c

Exercise 2
Support:
Having money shows that you have worked hard.
You can live in a big house and have whatever you want.
If you have money, you can use it to help people or
change the world.
Against:
Being happy and loved is a sign of success.
Talented artists, writers and thinkers are successful but
often not rich.
You don’t need lots of money to make good friends.
Ordinary things, such as getting a job that you like or
bringing up a family, are successes.

Exercise 3
Having money shows that you have worked hard.
Being happy and loved is a sign of success.
Ordinary things, such as getting a job that you like or
bringing up a family, are successes.

Exercise 10
Civil servants are people who help to manage the country,
but don’t make political decisions. Politicians are the
people who make the decisions.

Exercise 11
Please refer to Student’s Book page 101

Exercise 12
for instance, such as

Exercise 13
to sum up, to summarize, to conclude, all things considered

Exercise 14
Please refer to Student’s Book pages 102 and 103

Exercise 4
Possible answers:
In addition, you don’t need lots of money to make good
friends.
In addition, I think that if you have money, you can use it
to help people or change the world.

18
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Unit 9 The media

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

Vocabulary
In the news

Behind the scenes
Exercise 1

page 68

Exercise 1
1 reviews  2 gossip columns   3 advertising  
4 headlines  5 article  6 tabloids

Exercise 2
1 published  2 gathering  3 confirm  4 reported  
5 broadcast  6 investigate

1 blockbuster  2 script  3 special effects   4 cast  
5 soundtrack  6 film set   7 scenes

Exercise 2
1 animated films
2 musicals
3 historical dramas

Exercise 3

Exercise 3

$

4 documentary film
5 Science-fiction films
6 horror films

3•09

Audio script

1 E  2 B  3 C  4 A  5 F  6 D

Presenter Dialogue 1

Exercise 4
1 published  2 journalists  3 editor  4 broadsheet  
5 articles  6 front page   7 gossip column   8 interview  
9 international   10 finance   11 guide

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Grammar
Multitasking

page 70

Oliver Have you heard about Lucy?
Carrie No, what happened?
Oliver Someone stole her bag yesterday.
Carrie Oh, no! Poor Lucy! Was there anything valuable in it?
Oliver Mostly books, her lunch and homework, but she also had
her keys in there.
Carrie What a dreadful thing to happen!
Oliver Luckily, she had her purse in her pocket, and then she
went to …
Presenter Dialogue 2

page 69

Exercise 1
1 have  2 has increased   3 are multitasking   4 get  
5 are able   6 grew up / have grown up   7 was  
8 is helping

Exercise 2
1 told  2 said  3 said  4 said  5 told

James Hey, Maria. There’s some exciting news. You won’t believe
this. I was just talking to Mr Clark next door, and he said that
they’re going to film some scenes for a new film in our street.
It’s called Victoria and Albert.
Maria Really? What’s it about? Is it a romantic comedy? Or a
documentary?
James I think it’s a historical drama, set in Victorian times.
Maria Cool. I’m really excited. That’s fantastic news. Maybe we’ll
be in the actual film! Do you know if they will …

Exercise 3

1 b  2 c

1 (that) her pet had eaten it
2 (that) someone had stolen it
3 (that) she didn’t understand it, and her computer wasn’t
working
4 (that) he had left it at home and would bring it in in the
afternoon
5 (that) it had been in his jacket pocket and his mum
(had) put it in the washing machine
6 (that) aliens had taken it as a sample of human
handwriting

Exercise 4

Exercise 4
1 was  2 listened  3 were working   4 ’d always liked   
5 was  6 didn’t think   7 was trying   8 ’d had   
9 ’d played   10 ’d had   11 didn’t like   12 wouldn’t be

a − R  b − R  c − G  d − R  e − G  f− R  
g− G

Exercise 5
1 g  2 b  3 f  4 c  5 e  6 a  7 d

Exercise 6
1 It said on the radio this morning that someone
vandalized the library.
2 How wonderful!
3 What a dreadful thing to happen!
4 Have you heard about my project? It won first place!

Vocabulary and grammar
The BBC story

page 71

Exercise 1
Factual: news bulletin, chat show, reality show, sports
coverage, weather forecast, wildlife documentary

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Fictional: sitcom, cartoons, costume drama, soap opera

Exercise 2
1 news bulletin
2 weather forecast
3 Sports coverage

Please refer to Student’s Book page 108

Exercise 2
Tabloids have smaller pages and not much serious news.

4 didn’t they
5 weren’t they
6 didn’t it

aren’t they
can’t they
haven’t we
don’t they
aren’t there

6
7
8
9

a story, a crime

1 They said (that) they were doing a survey.
2 She said (that) she had lost her smartphone.

are they
do we
isn’t it
won’t they

Exercise 5
1 told  2 said

Exercise 5

Exercise 6

Students’ own answers

by using real people, computer-generated images, or
inflatable dummies.

Reading

Exercise 7

What’s good in the hood?

False
pages 72–73

Exercises 8 and 9

Exercise 1

Please refer to Student’s Book pages 112 and 113

1 E  2 B  3 A  4 C  5 D

Exercise 10

Exercise 2

Possible answer: The BBC is a British broadcaster. It is
popular partly because it has no advertising, but also
because it has some good shows like Top Gear.

1 d  2 a  3 c  4 d  5 b  6 b

Exercise 3

Exercise 12

1 a  2 b  3 b  4 a  5 b

1 view  2 adopt  3 kind  4 issue  5 view  6 right  
7 issue  8 right  9 adopted  10 kind

1 isn’t  2 did
We use rising intonation in question tags when we are
asking for confirmation, and falling intonation when we
are asking for agreement.

Exercise 5

Exercise 13

Students’ own answers

Possible answers: a memory of the film that will
stay with you for a long time, a rhetorical question, a
recommendation, a prediction

Exercise 4

Writing
A review of a TV programme

Exercise 14
page 74

Exercise 1
Exercise 2
1 dull  2 predictable  3 impressive  4 spectacular  
5 entertaining  6 humorous  7 memorable

Exercise 3
a memorable moment from the programme and a
recommendation

Exercise 4
A a rhetorical question   B a quote   C a prediction

Workbook answer key
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Unit 10 Made in …

1 c  2 b

20

Exercise 3
Exercise 4

Exercise 4
1
2
3
4
5

page 75

Exercise 1

4 cartoons
5 reality show
6 sitcoms

Exercise 3
1 weren’t they
2 wasn’t it
3 didn’t they

Unit 9 Progress check

Vocabulary
Make a difference

page 76

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5

6 they’ve sold out

look around
pick it up
try it on
take it off
hang it up

insight Pre-Intermediate
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Exercise 2
1 a  2 b  3 c  4 a  5 c  6 b

Exercise 3
1 linen, cotton, denim   2 wool, leather, fur   3 nylon

Exercise 4
1 leather  2 workers  3 off  4 fur  5 around  6 on  
7 sold  8 denim  9 discount

Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Grammar
Where does it come from?

page 77

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4

are used
was invented
was built
wasn’t invented

5
6
7
8

were manufactured
was designed
were developed
is known

and some of the trees need cutting down because they’re
dangerous when it’s windy. And people walk their dogs in the
park all the time and the dogs leave a mess. So, what do you
think? Will you come and help?
Jack Well, I usually play football at the sports centre on Saturday
morning. I don’t want to miss that.
Evie Oh, come on, Jack. I think you’ll enjoy it.
Jack I’m not sure about that. I prefer football to cleaning parks.
Evie But it’s only one morning. You’ll be glad you did it.
Jack I don’t think so.
Evie Look, you use the park a lot, don’t you? And so do I. We
really should help to clean it. It will make a difference.
Jack Perhaps you’re right.
Evie And if we don’t help, who will? We’re responsible for our
park, aren’t we?
Jack I suppose so. OK, I’ll come … but I’m only staying for an hour.
Evie Great! I’ll see you at the park at five to ten. You won’t be
disappointed.
Jack Hmm…

B

Exercise 3
1 c  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 a

Exercise 2

Exercise 4

1
2
3
4
5

A Persuading: 1, 3
B Agreeing: 4, 6
C Disagreeing: 2, 5

What was the ‘fluoroscope’?
When was it invented?
Who invented it?
Where was the first one built?
Is the fluoroscope used today?

Exercise 5
1 b  2 a  3 c

Exercise 3
1
2
3
4

has / have owned
has manufactured
have been sold
have been made

5
6
7
8

haven’t been called
has produced
has been closed
has started

Exercise 4

Exercise 6
Students’ own answers

Vocabulary and grammar

1 b  2 c  3 a  4 c  5 c  6 b  7 a  8 c

Eyes in the sky

Exercise 5

Exercise 1

Students’ own answers

1 powerful  2 powerless  3 useful  4 endless  
5 successful  6 harmful  7 hopeful  8 hopeless

Listening, speaking and
vocabulary

Exercise 2

Protest

1 a  2 b  3 c  4 d  5 a  6 c  7 a  8 b

Exercise 3

page 78

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4

conserve
were reduced
support
use up

Exercise 2

$

5
6
7
8

survive
have been cut down
was destroyed
ban

3•10

Audio script
Evie Have you seen the poster on the school noticeboard?
Jack Which one? The one about training your dog?
Evie No, not that one. The one next to it. I think we should both
go and help out in the park. People leave a lot of rubbish there,

insight Pre-Intermediate
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page 79

photocopiable

1 will be used to take photos of things and find out
information about them
2 will be made without touching the keypad
3 won’t be needed on computers because of touchscreen
technology
4 will be printed on 3D printers
5 will be reduced so that they’re the same size as a
credit card
6 won’t be changed by new search engines – but there’ll
be lots of them

Exercise 4
1 thoughtless  2 are hunted   3 harmful  4 was started  
5 will be tagged   6 will follow   7 sign  8 post
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Exercise 5
Students’ own answers

Reading
Stop the rise of the fur trade

page 80–81

Exercises 2 and 3
1 b  2 c  3 d

Exercise 4
1 E  2 B  3 A  4 C  5 F

Exercise 5
1 b
a
2 b
a
3 a
b

fashionable
fashion-conscious
give up
take up
fur trade
fur farming

4 a
b
5 b
a

wild
domesticated
reach out
hand out

5
6
7
8

page 83

Exercise 1
Uzbekistan: cotton is picked in cotton fields   
India: T-shirts are made in factories and sweatshops   
Nigeria: T-shirt are sold in the markets there

1 on  2 off  3 on

fur trade
wild
took up
gave up

Exercise 3
b

Exercise 4
1 Electric toothbrushes are used every day.
2 The first electric toothbrush was designed by Dr
Philippe-Guy Woog.

Exercise 7
Students’ own answers

Exercise 5

Writing
Describing a process

Unit 10 Progress check

Exercise 2

Exercise 6
1 handing out
2 Fashion-conscious /
fashionable
3 reach out
4 domesticated

Ice cream has always been popular. It was invented over
2,000 years ago and it was eaten by the Emperor Nero in
ancient Rome. Let’s look at how it is made.
First of all, in the factory, all the ingredients that are
needed are weighed. Then, they are mixed together. The
mix is heated at a really high temperature and harmful
bacteria are killed.
Next, the mix is left for four hours. Colours and flavours
are added when it is cool. After that, the mix is pumped
through a freezer. Some of the water in the ice cream
is frozen and air is pumped in it. Then, nuts, fruit and
chocolate are added.
Finally, the ice cream is packaged and sent to shops.

Ice cream has been eaten for hundreds of years.
page 82

Exercise 6

Exercise 1

destroy, use up

3 After that, the letters are sorted according to the
region or country they are addressed to.
1 First of all, letters and packages are collected in bags
from pillar boxes, post offices and companies.
4 Next, the letters are tied together and a label is put on
showing the towns they are addressed to.
2 Then they are taken to the sorting office, where the
bags are emptied and the letters are separated from
the packages.
5 In the end, the letters that have been tied together are
placed in bags, and then these are sent to the railway
station or airport.

Exercise 7

Exercise 2
After that, the letters are placed on slow-moving conveyor
belts and carried to another section, which sorts them
according to the towns or cities that are shown on their
envelopes (e.g. London or Manchester).
This sentence goes between sentences 3 and 4 in Exercise 1.

Exercise 3
How is ice cream made in a factory?

They use up reserves of important materials, such as
coltan. The mines affect the environment and wildlife,
especially gorillas.

Exercise 8
Students’ own answers.

Exercise 9
Possible answers: mapping the Earth; helping
environmental agencies see where deforestation
or pollution is taking place; helping local people by
providing proof of logging

Exercise 10
-ful = means ‘full of’
-less = means ‘lacking’

Exercise 11
will

Exercise 12
Students’ own answers.

22
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Exercise 13
I don’t come from England.

Exercise 14
Possible answers: trees are cut down, trees are made into
logs and transported to a paper mill, the logs are made into
wood pulp

Literature insight 1

When Jim and I heard that, we weren’t so happy. Tom wanted
the adventure to go on, but Jim and I said that a doctor must
look at Tom’s leg. Tom was getting angry about this, but Jim
said, ‘You listen to me, Tom Sawyer. You say I’m a free man now,
and perhaps I am. But old Jim is not going to run away and
leave one of his friends with a bullet in his leg! So I’m staying
right here until a doctor comes.’

Because they are having an adventure.

Exercise 5

page 84

See Exercise 4 for audio script

Before you read

1 E  2 C  3 G  4 B  5 A  6 F  7 D

1 False. He knows it will be a good plan because Tom’s
plans are always exciting.
2 True
3 False. The boys write letters to everybody.
4 True
5 True
6 False. Jim doesn’t want to leave the island until a doctor
comes to see Tom.

Exercise 2

Exercises 6 and 7

Students’ own answers

Students’ own answers

1 People could see Halley’s comet in the sky.
2 They are leaving because Huck finds out that a search
party is going to the island that night to look for Jim,
who is a runaway slave.

Exercise 1

Exercise 3
They haven’t seen Huck since he was much younger and
they don’t know what he looks like. At that time, people
didn’t have cameras and only professional photographers
took photos on special occasions. The world’s first photo
was taken around 1826 by French photographer Joseph
Niépce, but it took several decades before photography
became popular.

Exercise 4

$

Audio script
So he told me his plan. I knew it would be a good one because
Tom’s plans are always crazy and exciting.
And we sure had a lot of fun with that plan! We knew that Jim
was locked up in a hut outside the house. Every night we got
out through our bedroom window and dug a hole right under
the wall of the hut. It took us a week, and it was hard work. We
talked to Jim secretly and told him about the plan, and he was
really pleased.
We also wrote secret letters to everybody. Tom said that people
always do this in books. We wrote that there was a gang of
slave-thieves coming up from the south. They wanted to steal
Jim and get the three hundred dollars from his owner. Well, the
Phelpses and their friends got very excited, and on the night of
the escape I went into the sitting-room, and there was a crowd
of men in there − all with guns!
I ran and told Tom, and he said that this was really good. ‘It’s
a real adventure now, all right,’ he said, very excited. ‘Perhaps
they’ll come after us, and shoot, and we’ll all get killed!’
Well, there wasn’t time to think about it because it all happened
so quickly. We got Jim out through the hole under the wall, and
began to run down to the river. But the men heard us and came
after us. They began to shoot, and so we ran as fast as we could
to the canoe. We got in it and went over to Spanish Island. My
raft was there, and our plan was to escape on that and go on
downriver.
‘Now, Jim,’ I cried, ‘you’re a free man!’ We were all very happy, but
Tom was the happiest of all, because he had a bullet in his leg.
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page 86

Before you read
1 Possible answers: Alice, the White Rabbit, the March
Hare, the Mad Hatter, the Caterpillar, the Dormouse, the
Cheshire Cat, the Queen of Hearts
2 The rabbit is wearing clothes and it has a pocket watch.

Exercise 1

3•11
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Literature insight 2
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She becomes much smaller (only twenty-five centimetres
high).

Exercise 2
a 4  b 8  c 2  d 5  e 3  f 1  g 6  h 7

Exercise 4
She decides to visit the March Hare.

Exercise 5

$

3•12

Audio script
There was a table under a tree outside the house, and the March
Hare and the Hatter were having tea. A Dormouse was sitting
between them, asleep. The three of them were all sitting together
at one corner of the table, but the table was large and there were
many other seats. Alice sat down in a big chair at one end.
‘Have some coffee,’ the March Hare said in a friendly voice.
Alice looked all round the table, but she could only see a teapot.
‘I don’t see any coffee,’ she said.
‘There isn’t any,’ said the March Hare.
‘Then why did you ask me to have some?’ said Alice crossly. ‘It
wasn’t very polite of you.’
‘It wasn’t very polite of you to sit down. We haven’t invited you
to tea,’ said the March Hare.
‘But there are lots of seats,’ said Alice.
‘Your hair’s too long,’ said the Hatter, looking at Alice with interest.
‘It’s not polite to say things like that,’ said Alice.
The Hatter looked surprised, but he said, ‘Why is a bird like a desk?’
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Alice was pleased. She enjoyed playing wordgames, so she said,
‘That’s an easy question.’
‘Do you mean you know the answer?’ said the March Hare.
‘Yes,’ said Alice.
‘Then you must say what you mean,’ the March Hare said.
‘I do,’ Alice said quickly. ‘Well, I mean what I say. And that’s the
same thing, you know.’
‘No, it isn’t!’ said the Hatter. ‘Listen to this. I see what I eat means
one thing, but I eat what I see means something very different.’
Alice did not know what to say to this. So she took some tea
and some bread-and-butter while she thought about it. The
Dormouse woke up for a minute and then went to sleep again.
After a while the Hatter took out his watch, shook it, then
looked at it sadly.
‘Two days slow! I told you that butter wasn’t good for watches!’
he said angrily to the March Hare.
‘It was the best butter,’ said the March Hare sadly.
Alice was looking at the watch with interest. ‘It’s a strange
watch,’ she said. ‘It shows the day of the week, but not the time.’
‘But we know the time,’ said the Hatter. ‘It’s always six o’clock here.’
Alice suddenly understood. ‘Is that why there are all these cups
and plates?’ she said. ‘It’s always tea-time here, and you go on
moving round the table. Is that right? But what happens when
you come to the beginning again?’
‘Don’t ask questions,’ said the March Hare crossly. ‘You must tell
us a story now.’

She arrives and leaves at 6 o’clock. The time is always the
same there.

Exercise 6
See Exercise 5 for audio script

1 C  2 D  3 A  4 B  5 D  6 B  7 D  8 C  9 B  10 A

Exercise 7
1 Possible answers: Alice sat down without being asked.
The March Hare offered her coffee but then told her
there wasn’t any. The Hatter made a rude comment
about Alice’s hair.
2 Possible answers: You usually mean what you say
when you say that you are going to do something and
actually plan to do it, e.g. you say that you aren’t going
to eat chocolate for a week and you really don’t eat
chocolate for a week. You say what you mean when you
are being honest about something even when it might
hurt somebody’s feelings, e.g. telling a friend that their
new haircut looks bad.
3 Students’ own answers.

Exercise 8
Students’ own answers

Literature insight 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

False. He has his own children.
Not given
True
False. Mr Gradgrind doesn’t want to talk about the
circus.
False. She likes flowers because they are pleasant and
pretty.
True
Not given
False. He orders the teacher to begin the lesson and
then leaves for home.

Exercises 3 and 4
Students’ own answers

Exercise 5

$

‘Jupe can’t do it any more,’ said one voice. ‘He’s getting too old.’
‘He’s left her, but she won’t believe it. They were like one person,
that father and daughter, always together.’
‘He always wanted the best education for the girl − he was so
happy when she got into the school.’
Suddenly Sissy ran back into the room. She saw the faces of the
people there, gave a heart-breaking cry, and fell into the arms of
the woman nearest to her. The woman held her, cried with her,
and comforted her.
‘Look here, girl, what’s your name?’ said Mr Bounderby, in a
loud, stern voice. ‘Can’t you see? Your father’s left you. You’re not
going to see him again, and that’s that.’
The circus people looked at Bounderby, and words passed
between them. Then Mr Gradgrind stood up and spoke to Sissy.
‘I have a proposal, Jupe. I will give you an education and take
care of you. But you must decide at once if you want to come
or not. Also, if you come with me, you must never speak to any
of the people in this room again. It is you who must choose, but
remember: a good practical education is a very important thing
in life. I understand that even your father felt this.’
At these last words, Sissy stopped crying, and turned her face to
Mr Gradgrind.
‘But when Father comes back − how will he find me?’
‘Do not worry, Jupe,’ replied Mr Gradgrind calmly. ‘He will come
to Mr Sleary here, who will write to me.’
The circus women then packed Sissy’s few clothes for her, and
one by one her friends came to kiss her goodbye.
‘Leave the bottle, my dear,’ said Mr Sleary, seeing that the Nine
Oils was still held tightly to her chest.
‘No, no!’ she cried. ‘It’s for Father when he comes back!’
‘Very well, then. Goodbye, my dear. Be good, and don’t forget us,’
he said, and turning to Mr Gradgrind he added, ‘And you too, Sir,
think the best of us, not the worst. People can’t work all the time,
they need to be amused, too. Think the best of us, not the worst.’

Yes, she does.

1 Possible answer: The story might be about children in
difficult situations, poor families, or children who have
to go to work.
2 Possible answer: strict and scary

Exercise 6

He’s a clown in the circus.
Workbook answer key
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Audio script

Before you read

Exercise 1

24

page 88

Exercise 2

See Exercise 5 for audio script
1 a  2 a  3 b  4 b  5 b  6 a

Exercises 7 and 8
Students’ own answers
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Literature insight 4

if she says you were wrong to ask for the things, tell her that I say
you were right, and that I was pleased to help.

page 90

Before you read

1 D, A   2 B, C   3 B, E   4 C, E   5 B, E   6 F, A   7 E

1 She wrote over sixty children’s books. Some of them
were about children having adventures in the real
world, while others were about children who meet
fantasy creatures, travel in time and find magic objects.
2 Students’ own answers.

Exercise 1

1 b  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 b  6 b

3•14

Audio script
‘Mother must have those things,’ said Bobbie. ‘The doctor said
so. How can we get them for her? Think, everybody, just as hard
as you can.’
They did think. And later, when Bobbie was sitting with Mother,
the other two were busy with a white sheet, some black paint
and a paintbrush.
The next morning, the 9.15 came out of the tunnel and the Old
Gentleman put down his newspaper, ready to wave at the three
children. But this morning there was only one child. It was Peter.
Peter was showing him the large white sheet that was fixed to
the fence. On the sheet were thick black letters that read:
LOOK OUT AT THE STATION.
A lot of people did look out at the station, but they saw nothing
strange. But as the train was getting ready to leave, the Old
Gentleman saw Phyllis running towards him.
‘I thought I was going to miss you!’ she shouted, and pushed a
letter into his hand, through the window, as the train moved away.
The Old Gentleman sat back in his seat and opened the letter.
This is what he read:
Dear Mr (we do not know your name),
Mother is ill and the doctor says we must give her these things at the
end of the letter, but we haven’t got enough money to get them. We
do not know anybody here except you, because Father is away and
we do not know his address. Father will pay you, or if he has lost all
his money, Peter will pay you when he is a man. We promise it.
Please give the things to the Station Master, because we do not know
which train you come back on. Tell him the things are for Peter, the
boy who was sorry about the coal, then he will understand.
Bobbie Phyllis Peter
Written below the letter were all the things the doctor had
ordered, and the old gentleman read through them. His eyes
opened wide with surprise, but he smiled.
At about six o’clock that evening, there was a knock at the back
door. The three children hurried to open it, and there stood
Perks, the friendly Porter, with a large box. He put it on the floor.
‘The Old Gentleman asked me to bring it,’ he said.
Perks left, and the children opened the box. Inside were all the
things they had asked for, and some they had not – some wine,
two chickens, twelve big red roses. And there was a letter.
Dear Bobbie, Phyllis and Peter,
Here are the things you need. Your mother will want to know where
they came from. Tell her they were sent by a friend who heard she
was ill. When she is well, you must tell her all about it, of course. And
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Literature insight 5

page 92

1 He wrote detective stories, science fiction, historical
dramas, non-fiction books, plays and poetry. The Lost
World is science fiction.
2 Because he wants to impress Gladys Hungerton, the
woman that he loves. He hopes she might agree to
marry him if he becomes a famous adventurer.

Exercise 2
$

Students’ own answers

Before you read

Peter stole the coal, with the help of the girls.

Exercise 4

Exercises 5 and 6

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5

Ned feels in love and he is excited about the adventure.
Ned likes Mr McArdle.
He thinks Ned has done some good work.
Because Ned wants to do something dangerous.
Because editors prefer to send famous reporters with
experience.
6 He has broken the arm of one reporter. He hits anybody
who asks him questions, and he throws reporters
downstairs.
7 Because no one knows exactly where he was, and he
has stopped talking about the trip.
8 Either something wonderful happened during the trip
to South America, or the Professor is a liar.

Exercise 2
Students’ own answers

Exercise 3
When they meet, Professor Challenger attacks Ned as
soon as he realizes Ned is a journalist.

Exercise 4

$

3•15

Audio script
‘Now, listen carefully,’ he began. ‘I usually have no time for
people from the newspapers. But your words to that policeman
showed me that you are, perhaps, a little better than the rest of
them. That is why I brought you back.
‘Now, you know that I made a journey to South America two
years ago. Very few white people have visited the small rivers
which run into the great Amazon River.
‘One night I was in a village deep in the forest. The Indians
there took me to see a very ill white man in one of their homes.
When I arrived, he was already dead. Beside him lay a bag.
When I opened it, I saw the name Maple White, and an address
in America. I also found something else. It was this book of his
drawings. Look at it closely.’
He stopped, took an old, dirty, drawing book from his desk and
gave it to me. There were drawings of Indians, and a picture of
a white man, with the words Jimmy Colver on the boat below it.
The other drawings were of animals and birds.
‘I see nothing unusual here,’ I said, and I turned the pages.
The next drawing interested me more. It showed some very
high, dark red cliffs. They lay across the page, like a great red

© Oxford University
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wall, with green trees all along the top. One great, tall rock
stood alone next to the cliffs.
‘Now … look at the last page,’ said the Professor, smiling.
I turned the page, and nearly screamed. I was looking at a wild,
strange animal. It had a small head, short legs, and an enormous
blue-grey body, perhaps nine metres long.
‘Now look at this,’ he said, and he showed me a bone. It was
about fifteen centimetres long, with some dry skin at one end.
‘I found it in the American’s bag. The same bone in a man’s
body is like this,’ he went on, and he showed me a bone about
one centimetre long. ‘So you can see it came from a very large
animal. And the skin on the end tells you that the bone is not
very old. Well, what do you think? What is it?’
‘I’m afraid that I’ve no idea,’ I replied.
‘Then I’ll tell you, young man. This bone belongs to a dinosaur.
The drawing is of a dinosaur, too. Scientists think that they all
died millions of years ago, but I can tell you that some dinosaurs
are still alive today. So, what do you say now?’

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

two years
white (American) man
animals, birds
strange animal
fifteen centimetres
dinosaur
scientists

Exercises 5 and 6

’s getting
chat
Are (Sally and Naomi) coming
don’t have
need
‘re meeting
Do you prefer

Grammar reference and practice 1.2
Workbook page 105

Exercise 1

1 an  2 the  3 The  4 a  5 an  6 The

Exercise 2

1 It rains a lot in the UK.
2 When was the last time you saw Aunt Carla?
3 It’s been very wet recently. The rain is damaging the
flowers in our garden.
4 We’re spending some time in France. We’re staying in an
apartment near the river Seine.
5 We got to the airport very early, and had to wait a long
time for the flight.
6 You can’t eat in here. Look at the signs on the walls.
7 The dog looked very thirsty, so we went to look
for water.
8 Don’t ever look directly at the sun.

Grammar reference and practice 2.1

Students’ own answers
Exam insight answer keys:

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Workbook page 106
See website

Exercise 1

Grammar reference and practice

1 buy  2 stopped  3 like  4 wasn’t  5 catch  
6 studied

Exercise 2

Exercise 1

1 didn’t have   2 Did your mum and dad buy  
3 spent  4 went  5 weren’t  6 did you learn  
7 ran  8 Did they travel   9 didn’t come  
10 Did she forget

Exercise 2

Grammar reference and practice 2.2

Grammar reference and practice 1.1
Workbook page 104

1 goes 
2 flies 3 washes 
4 live	  5 Does  6 doesn’t
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I don’t usually have breakfast.
Does your brother buy a new car every year?
We never go to bed before eleven o’clock.
Paula is often late for class.
We sometimes have our lunch at home.
Simon’s parents always watch TV in the evening.
They rarely have lessons in the afternoon.
Do you often go to the cinema?

Exercise 3
1
2
3
4
5
6

’s snowing
’m not doing
are trying
Are (you) writing
aren’t opening
are (we) leaving

Exercise 4

1 Are (you) getting
2 ’s making
3 ’m brushing

Workbook page 106

Exercise 1
1
3
5
7

were having   2 wasn’t listening   
were (you) sending   4 was hoping  
Was (Tim) calling   6 weren’t sitting  
was watching   8 were (you) talking

Exercise 2

1 were you dreaming   2 weren’t swimming   
3 was lying   4 were getting   5 was Fred running   
6 was helping   7 were talking   8 were watching

Exercise 3

4 aren’t organizing
5 ’s doing
6 are playing

1
2	
3
4
5

Maya was walking to school when she met Lola.
We were sitting by the pool when it started to rain.
When the bus came, Joe was buying a magazine.
When you phoned me, I was baking a cake.
Carla wasn’t smiling when I looked at her.

Exercise 5

1 ’m looking
26
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Grammar reference and practice 2.3
Workbook page 107

1 noisier than    2 more modern than   3 bigger than   
4 quieter than   5 older than   6 smaller than

Exercise 3

Exercise 1

1 the laziest   2 The largest   3 the most expensive   
4 the best   5 The tidiest   6 The hottest

1 A  2 A  3 A  4 B  5 B  6 B  7 A

Exercise 2

1 while / as   2 when  3 While / As   4 When  
5 while / as   6 when

Grammar reference and practice 4.2

Grammar reference and practice 3.1

Exercise 1

Workbook page 108

Exercise 1

1 a  2 b  3 b  4 a  5 b  6 b  7 b  8 a

Exercise 2

1 additives  2 mushrooms  3 meat  4 food  
5 biscuits  6 fruit

Exercise 3

1 a lot of   2 many  3 few  4 little  5 any  6 much

Grammar reference and practice 3.2
Workbook page 108

Exercise 1

Workbook page 110

(Possible answers)
1 A cottage isn’t as big as a mansion.
2 Buckingham Palace is as well-known as the Tower
of London.
3 Bicycles aren’t as expensive as sports cars.
4 Musicians are as popular as actors.
5 A 10,000-metre race isn’t as fast as a 100-metre race.
6 A lake isn’t as deep as an ocean.
7 The Sahara Desert in Africa is as dry as the Gobi
in Asia.
8 Mount Fuji is not as high as Mount Everest.
9 Skiing is as dangerous as skating.
10 The moon is not as far from the Earth as the sun.

Exercise 2

1 no(body)  2 every(where)  3 Some(one)  
4 any(thing)  5 any(where)  6 no(thing)  
7 any(one)  8 Every(body)

1 too crowded   2 big enough   3 too  
4 tender enough   5 too  6 too much   7 too long   
8 not tall enough   9 too  10 too early

Exercise 2

1 anywhere  2 everywhere  3 no one / nobody
4 somewhere 5 something / anything 6 Someone /
Somebody 7 nothing 8 anything

Grammar reference and practice 4.3
Workbook page 111

Exercise 1

1 g  2 d  3 f  4 h  5 e  6 a  7 c  8 b

Reference and practice 3.3

Exercise 2

Workbook page 109

Exercise 1

1 where  2 that  3 whose  4 who  5 when  
6 that  7 when  8 where  9 when  10 where

Exercise 2

1 going  2 to become   3 studying  4 to be   
5 relaxing  6 getting  7 to work   8 waiting

Grammar reference and practice 5.1
Workbook page 112

4 Mrs Taylor isn’t a person I know very well.
6 The cinema we go to every week is closing down.
7 Our teacher is a person everyone respects.
The relative pronoun that can be left out in sentence 6.

Exercise 1

Grammar reference and practice 4.1

1 played  2 has been   3 met  4 haven’t seen  
5 Have (you ever) worn   6 wrote  7 ‘ve had  
8 hasn’t been

Workbook page 110

Exercise 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

more beautiful - the most beautiful
funnier - the funniest
nicer - the nicest
farther / further - the farthest / furthest
more dangerous - the most dangerous
sadder - the saddest
more interesting - the most interesting
worse - the worst
wider - the widest
cleaner - the cleanest
dirtier - the dirtiest
more famous - the most famous

Exercise 2

insight Pre-Intermediate
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1 has taken   2 hasn’t taken   3 haven’t travelled   
4 has travelled   5 have had   6 hasn’t had

Exercise 2

Grammar reference and practice 5.2
Workbook page 113

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5
6

He has / ’s just arrived.
She has / ’s seen her name on the list.
Carol and Ted have just got married.
I have / ’ve just written an email to you.
You have / ’ve just walked past a very famous person.
We have / ’ve just finished our homework.

Exercise 2

1 already  2 yet  3 already  4 yet  5 already  
6 already
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Grammar reference and practice 5.3

Workbook page 116

Workbook page 113

Exercise 1

Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Exercise 2

1 for five days   2 since 2023   3 for seven years   
4 since 9 June.   5 for six months   6 since April
1 How long have you lived there?
2 How long has it been cold (sunny, raining, snowing
etc.)?
3 How long have you had it?
4 How long have you known them?
5 How long have you studied it?
6 How long have you been interested in them?

Exercise 3

1 for  2 never  3 ever  4 since  5 yet  6 just  
7 already

Grammar reference and practice 6.1
Workbook page 114

Exercise 1

1 is going to   2 ’ll  3 ’ll  4 ‘s going to   
5 ’m going to   6 will  7 ‘m going to   8 Will you

Exercise 2

1 must  2 mustn’t  3 must  4 must  5 must  
6 mustn’t  7 mustn’t  8 mustn’t  9 must  10 mustn’t

1 I don’t have to go to bed early at the weekend.
2 An entrepreneur has to have some money to begin a
business with.
3 You have to use the correct currency when you go to a
foreign country.
4 University students don’t have to wear a uniform.
5 Someone who drives a car doesn’t have to travel
by bus.
6 You don’t have to do exams every day of your life.
7 My brother has to get up at four o’clock to go to work.

Exercise 3

1 have to    2 have to   3 don’t have to    4 must  
5 mustn’t  6 must  7 have  8 has to

Grammar reference and practice 7.2
Workbook page 117

Exercise 1

1 will  2 ’re going to    3 ’ll  4 ’s going to  
5 ’m going to   6 will  7 ‘m going to   8 ‘ll

1 were  2 would  3 had  4 were  5 wouldn’t  
6 could

Grammar reference and practice 6.2

1 could  2 ’d get   3 stayed  4 wouldn’t be   
5 wouldn’t get    6 would find

Workbook page 114

1 c  2 e  3 a  4 f  5 b  6 d

Exercise 2

1 have, ’ll buy   2 rains, won’t hold   3 will be, ’re  
4 ’ll catch, don’t feel   5 don’t leave, ’ll miss  
6 won’t get, don’t do

Grammar reference and practice 6.3
Workbook page 115

1 don’t practise
2 learn
3 seems

4 pay
5 don’t do
6 put

Workbook page 115

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

Max will probably have a birthday party.
I probably won’t go to football practice this lunchtime.
This computer definitely won’t work with that cable.
I might check my emails later.
We will definitely spend Christmas at home this year.
It might rain this afternoon. / Maybe it’ll rain this
afternoon. / It’s possible that it’ll rain this afternoon.
People probably won’t write letters by hand in twenty
years’ time.
I might visit my friends at my old school.
Ben and Amy will probably get married this year.
My parents definitely won’t travel to China in July

Workbook answer key
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(Possible answers)
1 If I had lots of money, I would / ’d buy a big football
club.
2 If I could live anywhere, I’d choose Paris.
3 If I made the law, I would / ’d ban cars.
4 If I could have any skill, I would / ’d want to make people
laugh.
5 If I could have any job, I would / ’d be an airline pilot.
6 If I was / were from Germany, I would / ’d speak German
fluently.

Grammar reference and practice 7.3

Grammar reference and practice 6.4
Exercise 1

Exercise 2
Exercise 3

Exercise 1

28

Grammar reference and practice 7.1

Workbook page 117

Exercise 1

1 knew  2 didn’t have   3 were  4 went  
5 didn’t live   6 wasn’t / weren’t

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

I wish life wasn’t / weren’t so complicated.
I wish I enjoyed sport.
I wish I could cook.
I wish people didn’t drive everywhere.
I wish I was / were good at art.
I wish my camera worked.
I wish I understood this exercise.
I wish Sarah wasn’t / weren’t always late.
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Grammar reference and practice 8.1
Workbook page 118

The train had just left the station.
Jo and Ann had bought the same present for Ben.
He hadn’t won the competition.
The campaign hadn’t been successful.
I had congratulated her on winning the race.
The journey had taken a long time.

Exercise 2
1
3
4
5

Had (someone) been   2 Had (you) read   
Had (the exam already) finished   
Had (he) forgotten  
Had (they) seen the film before?   6 Had (it) closed

Exercise 3

1 had been   2 hadn’t eaten   3 did Ryan go   
4 ‘d already seen   5 were  6 didn’t have   
7 wasn’t  8 had played

Exercise 4

1 W
 e couldn’t get in because Keira had locked the door.
2 Everyone congratulated Mark because he had done so
well.
3 I thought Helen would win the prize because she’d
written a brilliant essay.
4 Steve didn’t have any money because he’d bought a
new pair of running shoes.
5 The two athletes left the competition because they’d
cheated.
6 I was very happy because I’d made some progress on
my project.
7 The telephone wasn’t working because you hadn’t paid
the bill.

Grammar reference and practice 8.2
Workbook page 119

5
6
7
8
9
10

1 said  2 said  3 told  4 told  5 said  6 told

Grammar reference and practice 9.2
Workbook page 121

Exercise 1

1 hasn’t  2 didn’t  3 didn’t  4 will  5 am  6 doesn’t  
7 isn’t  8 won’t  9 wasn’t  10 has  11 have  12 won’t

Exercise 2

1 haven’t they   2 can’t you    3 is he   4 have you   
5 can we   6 isn’t it   7 doesn’t she   8 do I

Exercise 3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The train leaves at six o’clock, doesn’t it?
I’m not far from the station, am I?
Paul will be at the party, won’t he?
Amanda’s finished with the computer, hasn’t she?
Mark’s going to win the race, isn’t he?
The film doesn’t start until eight o’clock, does it?
It’s very hot in the / this room, isn’t it?
George and Samantha aren’t American, are they?
Lionel Messi is the best football player, isn’t he?
Andrea has a red car, doesn’t she?
The exam will start at one o’clock, won’t it?
Isabel’s hair looks very nice, doesn’t it?

Grammar reference and practice 10.1
Workbook page 122

Exercise 1

1 taken  2 carried  3 worn  4 thrown  5 woken  
6 grown

Exercise 2

1 are  2 was  3 are  4 is  5 were  6 are

Exercise 3

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4

1 he  2 they, us   3 I, my   4 my, me   5 my  6 his

Exercise 3

Exercise 1
1
2
3
4
5
6

Exercise 2

We didn’t use to win every game of cricket.
My grandparents used to vote in every local election.
Did the stadium use to have two towers on the roof?
Dan didn’t use to be very confident about his sporting
abilities.
Did I use to be a very patient person?
Ian used to spend every evening at the gym.
Did Laura’s dad use to be a civil servant?
Lee used to compete against much bigger boys
in races.
How often did Stan and George use to play basketball?
They didn’t use to get up early in the morning.

Exercise 2

1 used to own   2 won  3 built  4 used to dream   
5 followed  6 bought  7 used to want   8 used to be

Grammar reference and practice 9.1
Workbook page 120

Exercise 1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

My mobile was stolen yesterday.
Lunch was finished by 2 p.m.
Food products are frozen to conserve them.
Daily newspapers are published every day.
We were met at the station.
The post is delivered before nine o’clock
I was given an alarm clock for my birthday.
The office is cleaned every night.

Grammar reference and practice 10.2
Workbook page 123

Exercise 1

1 have been banned   2 has been explained   
3 have been cleaned   4 hasn’t been found   
5 hasn’t been awarded   6 Have (you) made

Exercise 2

1 have been made   2 hasn’t been closed  
3 Have (you) been told   4 has been sold   
5 hasn’t been found

1 didn’t spend   2 were watching   3 hadn’t started   
4 had written   5 would publish   6 wasn’t watching   
7 wouldn’t finish
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Grammar reference and practice 10.3
Workbook page 123

Exercise 1

1 will be exhibited   2 will be tracked   
3 won’t be provided   4 will be used   
5 won’t be fixed   6 won’t be known

Exercise 2

1 will be written   2 will be brought   
3 will be cut down   4 won’t be published    
5 will be hung   6 will be caught

Exercise 3

1 You will be interviewed by two of the managers.
2 The operation on John’s knee will be performed by
a doctor.
3 The motorway won’t be designed by the construction
company.
4 Will the article be emailed by the journalist?
5 The foreign students will be sent an information pack
by Jessica.
6 Will the train tickets not be booked by the secretary? /
Won’t the train tickets be booked by the secretary?

Pronunciation insight 1
Exercise 1

$

page 124

1
2
3
4
5
6

arrives
brushes
escapes
closes
goes
takes

$

3•21
3•23

/s/

/z/

/ɪz/
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

Pronunciation insight 2
$

page 124

3•26

1 finished  2 show  3 chatted  4 hope  5 respected  
6 talked  7 tried  8 introduce

Exercise 2

$

3•27

1 c  2 a  3 b

Exercise 4
1 /ɪd/  2 /t/  3 /d/
30
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$

/ɪd/
decided
included
invited
shouted
visited

3•30

1 liked  2 escaped  3 cried  4 watched  5 sighed  
6 queued

Pronunciation insight 3
Exercise 1

$

page 125

3•31

1 a  2 b  3 a  4 c  5 b  6 a

Exercise 2

$

3•32

1 a bottle of water
2 not many adverts
3 a table for eight

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

4 a lot of sugar
5 a box of chocolates
6 a few emails
$

3•33

Put a little oil in a pan.
Have we got any orange juice?
Let’s buy a packet of biscuits.
Everybody is waiting for us.
Dinner is at eight o’clock.
There were a few angry customers.
I went out for a meal on Friday evening.
We bought a can of green olives.
Shall we eat inside or outside?
Can I have a glass of water, please?

Exercise 2

3•25

My sister leaves home at 8.30. /z/
Max uses a computer for playing games. /ɪz/
Anna always eats crisps. /s/
My brother wears a uniform. /z/
Olivia washes her hair every day. /ɪz/
My boyfriend speaks Polish. /s/

Exercise 1

Exercise 6

/t/
dropped
looked
noticed
reached
stopped

$

page 125

3•34

1 one  2 three  3 two  4 one    5 two  6 three

1 /ɪz/  2 /s/  3 /z/
1
2
3
4
5
6

/d/
arrived
happened
learned
listened
moved

Exercise 1

$

3•29

Pronunciation insight 4

✓

Exercise 5
Exercise 6

$

Exercises 3 and 4

1 b  2 c  3 a

Exercise 3

Exercise 5

$

3•35

1 d  2 a  3 b  4 c

Exercise 3

$

3•36

1 cellar  2 confident  3 hotel  4 imagine  5 address  
6 popular

Exercise 4

$

3•37

1 full-time
2 energy-efficient
3 labour-saving
4 modern-day
5 old-fashioned
6 open-plan
7 three-bedroomed
8 two-storey
The stress in compound adjectives is usually on the second
word. energy-efficient and labour-saving are different
because the stress is on the first word.
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Exercise 5

$

Pronunciation insight 7

3•38

1 armchair
wheelchair
2 bedroom
dining room
3 frying pan
saucepan
4 back door
front door
5 detached house
terraced house
6 fax machine
washing machine
The stress in compound nouns is usually on the first word.
detached house, terraced house, back door and front door
are different because the stress is on the second word.

Exercise 6
1
2
3
4
5
6

$

3•39

in a saucepan
in the dining room
in the washing machine
in an armchair
in a detached house
in my bedroom

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Exercise 3

$

3•46

The first t in mustn’t is silent.
The l in should is silent.
The l in shouldn’t is silent.
$

3•47

Exercise 1

$

page 127

3•48

1 b  2 c  3 a
$

3•49

1 b  2 b  3 a  4 a  5 b  6 b

Exercise 3

3•41

1 If I were the Queen of England, I’d live in Buckingham
Palace. would
2 She didn’t have any money because she’d lost her
wallet. had
3 They’d like to live in a big city. would
4 If he knew your phone number, he’d phone you. would
5 We’d love to go sightseeing this afternoon. would
6 I’d missed the bus so I had to walk to school. had

Pronunciation insight 9

page 126

Exercise 1

3•42

1 place  2 life  3 boy  4 clear  5 chair  6 tour  
7 home  8 house

Exercises 2 and 3
1
2
3
4

The pronunciation of to in fast speech is weak /tə/.

Exercise 2

3•40

Pronunciation insight 6
$

3•45

Pronunciation insight 8

Have you ever done a bungee jump?
How long have you known your best friend?
When did you learn how to ski?
Did you enjoy go-karting last weekend?
Where do you go rock climbing?
Do you like windsurfing?
Can you ride a horse?
Who are you writing to?

Exercise 1

$

1 b  2 a  3 a
page 126

1 down  2 up
$

Exercise 2

Exercise 5

1 Why  2 When  3 Where  4 How many   5 How long  
6 Who

Exercise 3

1 don’t have to   2 had to   3 has to   4 didn’t have to
5 ’ll have to   6 don’t have to

1 W  2 S  3 W, S   4 W  5 S  6 W, S

Exercise 1

$

Exercise 1

Exercise 4

Pronunciation insight 5

Exercise 2

page 127

/aʊ/ crowd – e loud
/əʊ/ phone – f shown
/aɪ/ try – d high
/eɪ/ day – a grey

5 /ɔɪ/ noise – g toys
6 /eə/ wear – b hair
7 /ɪə/ year – c here

Exercise 4
1 toys, noise   2 day, grey   3 shown, phone   4 try, high  
5 crowd, loud   6 year, here   7 hair, wear
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page 128

3•51

1 I’m  2 They’ve  3 We’ll  4 Lucy’s  5 My sister’s   
6 What’s  7 Somebody’s  8 doesn’t  9 haven’t  
10 aren’t  11 am  12 is

Exercise 2
1
2
3
4

It’ll be a disaster.
They aren’t coming, are they?
Everyone’s complaining about the food.
A Have you finished?
B Yes, I have.
5 I’m wrong, aren’t I?
6 The head teacher’s going to talk to us.
7 Where are your books?
8 They’ll be late, won’t they?
9 You didn’t use to have short hair, did you?
10 Ella would like to go swimming.
No contractions in the following sentences:
4 - we don’t use contractions in short answers.
7 - we only use contractions with question word + is.
10 - we only use contractions with names + is.
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Pronunciation insight 10
Exercise 1

$

page 128

3•53

1 is produced   2 are made   3 was invented  
4 were reduced   5 has been stolen   6 have been sold

Exercise 3

$

3•53

weak form

Exercises 4 and 5

$

3•55

1 were  2 was  3 was  4 was  5 were  6 are  7 is  
8 have been   9 has been   10 have been

32
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